
Wuxing Street Shopping District 
Association Wuxing Shopping District Development and Promotion 

Association 
Location      No. 165 to No. 269 of Wuxing Street, including Lane 220 of 

Wuxing Street and Lane 325 of Zhuangjing Road. 
Attraction   (Mainly traditional market, dining, medical supply, beverage 

industry) 
It’s a popular traditional market in daytime, night market street 
food popping here at nighttime. Most of the stores here sell 
medical supplies and food. Wuxing Street is narrow and 
complex. It’s a little bit hard to navigate here, but the good 
food is worth all the trouble. 

   

Wufenpu Garment Wholesale Shopping District 
Association Wufenpu Garment Wholesale Shopping District Promotion 

Association  
Location      In the block of Songshan Road, Zhongpo North Road, Yongji 

Road, and Songlong Road.  
Attraction   (Mainly clothing, shoe industry) 

Wufenpu Garment Wholesale Shopping District is the most 
important place in the fashion world of Taiwan. Wholesalers 
come here because of its easy access and the variety of 
products. Main products are women apparel, leather products, 
and shoes. There are also stores selling shoes of independent 
design, street wears, and stylish men apparel. The up-to-date 
products attract fashionable consumers. The time before 
Chinese New Year is always packed with shoppers.  

 
 
 
 



Xinyi  Planning District Malls  
Location        In the block of Xinyi Road, Songren Road, Songgao Road, and 

Shifu Road. 
Attraction  (Mainly department store, movie theater industry) It’s the 

new east district of Taipei, the most iconic urban district in 
Taipei metro area. Xinyi  Planning District Malls is a busy and 
fast-paced commercial and finance center in daytime, and a 
glamorous fashionable urban place at nighttime. On weekends 
and holidays, it become a huge stage hosting all kinds of 
events or carnivals. 

   

MRT Yongchun Station Nearby 
Location        Centered around MRT Yongchun Station, extending to 

Songshan Road, Songxin Road, Lane 120 of Hulin Street, and 
Lane 132 of Hulin Street. 

Attraction     (Mainly dining, snack, finance, traditional market industry) 
This commercial district centers around MRT Yongchun Station. 
It’s a place modern and tradition mixed together. There are 
stores full of design ideas on the street, but the famous sunset 
market is hidden in small alleys. The sunset market never 
changes for years. There are vendors selling fruits, vegetables, 
clothes, daily necessities. Many people come here for cheap 
price and various products. 

https://friendlystore.taipei/index.php/treefield/en/119

